View of protective scaffolding at Tower C entry
View of protective scaffolding at Schwartz Hall entries
View of protective scaffolding at walkways leading to Tower A and Tower B entries
View of the roofs at Tower C and Tower D
View of the cracks and voids in the underside of the concrete slab at Tower C entry.
View of moisture staining in plaster ceiling in Tower A
View of moisture staining on wood structure and corroded metal in Tower B
View of moisture staining of wood structure in Tower C
View of moisture staining on damaged plaster ceiling in Tower E
View of moisture damage on plaster and corroded metal structure in Tower A abandoned stairway
View of plaster damage and corrosion at Tower A abandoned stairway
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View of plaster damage and corrosion at Tower A abandoned stairway
View of the cracked concrete and exposed reinforcing at Tower A abandoned stair